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Summary: 11 
Background: Low-cost sensor devices are often limited in terms of sample rate. Based on signal 12 
periodicity, the Nyquist theorem allows determining the minimum theoretical sample rate required to 13 
adequately capture cyclical events, such as pelvic movement in trotting horses . Objectives: To quantify 14 
the magnitude of errors arising with reduced sample rates when capturing biological signals using the 15 
example of pelvic time-displacement series and derived minima and maxima used to quantify 16 
movement asymmetry in lame horses. Study Design: Data comparison. Methods: Root mean square 17 
(RMS) errors between the efe e ce  time-displacement series, captured with a validated inertial sensor 18 
at 100 Hz sample rate, and down-sampled time-series (8 Hz to 50 Hz) are calculated. Accuracy and 19 
precision are determined for maxima and minima derived from the time-displacement series. Results: 20 
Average RMS errors are <2 mm at 50 Hz sample rate, <4 mm at 40 Hz, <7 mm between 25 and 35 Hz, 21 
and increase to up to 20 mm at 20 Hz and below. Accuracy for maxima and minima is generally below 22 
1mm. Precision is 1 mm at 50 Hz sample rate, 3 mm at 40Hz and >=9 mm at 20 Hz and below. Main 23 
limitations: Only sample rate, no other sensor parameters were investigated. Conclusions: Sample rate 24 
related errors for inertial sensor derived time-displacement series of pelvic movement are <2mm at 25 
50 Hz, a rate that many low-cost loggers, smartphones or wireless sensors can sustain hence rendering 26 





When choosing a suitable technological solution for the quantification of dynamic parameters, i.e. a 30 
time-variant measurement, it is important to take the fundamental principles of signal processing into 31 
account. The most important principle in this context is the Nyquist theorem, which stipulates, that the 32 
sample rate, i.e. the number of measurements per time unit, needs to be above twice the value of the 33 
maximally e ec ed f e e c  in the time-series signal. 34 
When it comes to quantifying upper body movement symmetry in the horse, the last few decades have 35 
resulted in a clear understanding of the expected movements. In the trotting horse, the most relevant 36 
condition for the lameness examination, stride frequency is typically observed in the region of up to 37 
2 Hz (2 strides per second) [1]. During each stride cycle, the body moves up and down twice, related 38 
to the ground contact and subsequent aerial phase of each diagonal pair of limbs. Assuming a perfectly 39 
sinusoidal movement in the vertical plane, this would e   a a a  e ec ed f e e c  f 4 Hz. 40 
In order to ca c a e e e e  a de f a e fec  4 Hz sine wave, the Nyquist theorem 41 
indicates that a sample rate of just above 8 Hz is required. 42 
Biological phenomena, such as animal movement, a e  e   e fec  sine waves. Hence, time 43 
series signals of vertical upper body movement also contain higher frequency signals. Audigie and 44 
colleagues [2] have applied Fourier analysis (decomposing the time-series signal into sine and cosine 45 
waves) to reconstructing vertical movement signals of landmarks along the back of trotting horses. This 46 
shows, that in excess of 99% of the time-series signal can be captured with only the first two harmonics, 47 
i.e. making use of the amplitudes and phases of sine waves with periods equivalent to the stride cycle 48 
and half the stride cycle. This suggests, that for a trotting horse a minimum sample rate of 8 Hz could 49 
be considered for quantifying the time-series signal of vertical upper body movement according to the 50 
Nyquist theorem. 51 
Recent advances in processing power of smartphones combined with sensor miniaturization mean that 52 
inertial sensor data can now be recorded without specialist equipment and have been validated and are 53 
being used for gait analysis in humans (e.g. [3 9]) In horses, a comparison has been conducted 54 
between a specialist inertial sensor and a sensor integrated into a smartphone for asymmetry 55 
assessment in horses [10]. While in theory, it is possible with these consumer grade devices to record 56 
data at sample rates of around 100 Hz (e.g. http://sensorlog.berndthomas.net/ used in [10]), a sample 57 
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rate also used in a previous validation study in horses with specialist inertial  sensors [11]. However, in 58 
comparison with specialist data logging devices which provide very accurate sample rates, smartphone 59 
based logging can lead to missing data points or inconsistencies in sample rate particularly with 60 
increasing sample rates.  61 
In the following we will quantify e effec  f ed c  e a e a e, f  a efe e ce  a e a e f 62 
100 Hz (i.e. well above the postulated minimum Nyquist rate) to sample rates between 50 and 8 Hz, 63 
when calculating vertical displacement from a validated inertial measurement unit (MTw, Xsens, The 64 
Netherlands). This example is of specific relevance for quantifying movement symmetry during the 65 
equine lameness exam, a topic of recent discussions [12 15]. As a consequence, errors resulting from 66 
a reduction in sample rate will be assessed in relation to published repeatability values and movement 67 
asymmetry thresholds suggested for the lameness exam. 68 
Materials and Methods 69 
Data collection: Data from four horses, assessed with 5 MTwa inertial measurement units at poll, 70 
withers, sacrum and left and right tuber coxae, as part of routine lameness investigations, were 71 
retrospectively chosen for this technical comparison study. The retrospective study was given approval 72 
by the Royal Veterinary College Social Sciences Research Ethical Review Board (SSRERB) (URN 73 
SR2020-0212). From each horse, one data file, from the sacrum mounted sensor, was chosen from the 74 
baseline assessment. Each data file contained >20 seconds (2000 samples) of data recorded at a 75 
sample rate of 100 Hz per individual data channel, consisting of tri-axial acceleration, tri-axial rate of 76 
turn, tri-axial magnetic field and 3D orientation data (Euler angles). These data were transmitted 77 
wirelessly via an Awindaa transceiver to a nearby Windowsb (v10 Pro) laptop computer running 78 
MTManagera software. Data processing was implemented in MATLABc. Data files were chosen based 79 
on the requirement to contain a minimum of 20 seconds (2000 samples) of data to avoid potential 80 
boundary effects of subsequent processing steps such as filtering. Hence files analysed here represent 81 
data collected from lungeing or ridden exercise (as opposed to straight line trials where often shorter 82 
time periods are collected). The pelvic sensors was chosen as a representative of vertical upper body 83 
movement which shows similar characteristics across body landmarks with generally >99% percentage 84 
reconstruction with only the first two Fourier harmonics [2] and also due the tighter movement 85 
asymmetry thresholds suggested for this landmark in comparison to for example the poll sensor [16].  86 
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Effect of sample rate: ten copies were created of each data file, with each copy containing a down-87 
sampled version at the following sample rates: 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45 and 50 Hz in addition to 88 
the original copy at 100 Hz. Time-series data were down-sampled using the built-in MATLABc function 89 
e a e  implementing a polyphase anti-aliasing filter to avoid side effects occurring when the sample 90 
rate is below the Nyquist rate of twice the highest signal frequency (Nyquist frequency). Down-sampled 91 
tri-axial acceleration and orientation time-series were then re-upsampled to 100 Hz and fed into the 92 
validated process that first rotates tri-axial acceleration in the sensor reference frame into a horse-based 93 
reference frame and then highpass filters and numerically double-integrates from vertical acceleration 94 
to vertical displacement [11,17]. Re-upsampling results in time-series signals with the same number of 95 
data points as the original 100 Hz-signal and avoids differences in the numerical double-integration 96 
process simply related to a lower temporal resolution of the down-sampled signals. 97 
Spectrograms (windowed fast-Fourier transformation) were plotted for the 100 Hz reference signals to 98 
illustrate the frequency content in the time-series acceleration signal prior to down-sampling. 99 
Spectrograms were calculated with 128 points fast-Fourier transform from Hamming windows 100 
representing 640 ms of vertical acceleration data each (approximately the length of a stride period in a 101 
trotting horse), each window shifted by 4ms along the time axis between adjacent windows. The power 102 
spectral density in dB was colour-coded for graphical display. 103 
Root mean square errors were calculated comparing the time-series signals of vertical displacement 104 
for each of the nine down-sampled signals to the original time-series signal. The first and last 200 105 
samples of each data file were excluded from analysis to avoid boundary effects of the 1 Hz highpass 106 
filter used during the integration process influencing the comparison as documented previously [18].  107 
In addition, accuracy (mean difference) and precision (standard deviation of differences) [19] were 108 
calculated for 50 displacement minima and maxima identified from each displacement-time-series 109 
signal to document the influence of sample rate on parameters commonly assessed in trotting horses 110 
in a clinical context. 111 
Results  112 
The four data files contained time-series of N=[2284, 2267, 2162, 2623] samples recorded at the original 113 
sample rate of 100 Hz. Figure 1 shows the vertical pelvis displacement (first 2000 samples, i.e. first 20 114 
seconds) for each horse illustrating the cyclical nature of the data interspersed with some non-cyclical 115 
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events (e.g. horse 2: around sample 700 and between 1400 and 1600 or horse 4: at around sample 116 
1000 and 1200), which are related to imperfect cyclical movements, e.g. variations in footfall patterns 117 
or changes in speed, which are common in kinematic recordings of animal movement. Movement 118 
asymmetry values of the four horses showed mean (standard deviation) values of 5.2 (4.0) mm, 119 
10.4 (8.5) mm, 21.5 (11.3) mm and 17.6 (11.7) mm for horses 1 to 4 for absolute differences between 120 
subsequent displacement maxima and values of 11.5 (6.2) mm, 14.5 (10.5) mm, 12.1 (5.1) mm and 121 
8.5 (6.5) mm for absolute difference between subsequent displacement minima. 122 
From Figure 2, it can be appreciated, that the majority of signal power (yellow and orange colour) is 123 
limited to frequency bands below approximately 10 Hz. This suggests that differences between the 124 
original time-series signal and down-sampled versions can be expected to increase when the sample 125 
rate is reduced below the Nyquist rate of 20 Hz for signal components at 10 Hz or below. 126 
Table 1 shows the RMS errors obtained when comparing time-series of down-sampled signals between 127 
8 and 50 Hz to the original 100 Hz signal. With rates of 40 Hz, the errors of 1.6 to 3.5 mm, are in the 128 
region of previously suggested asymmetry thresholds of 3 mm for pelvic movement asymmetry in lame 129 
horses [16], which coincide with values obtained for repeat assessments and with values of stride-to-130 
stride variability in trotting horses [20]. Figure 3 further illustrates the RMS error as a function of reduced 131 
sample rate and specifically highlights a step increase in RMS error for sample rates of 20 Hz and below 132 
with a major increase observable between 15 Hz and 10 Hz. 133 
Table 2 provides values for accuracy and precision [19] between the minima and maxima identified in 134 
the original 100 Hz time-series and the minima and maxima identified from the down-sampled signals. 135 
Accuracy is  with the exception of 8 Hz sample rate  consistently below 1 mm. Precision shows a 136 
reduction from values above 10 mm, observed at the lower sample rates to values of approximately 137 
5 mm at 25 Hz and to below 3 mm at 40 Hz and above. 138 
Discussion: 139 
Reference sample rate 140 
This technical note quantifies the errors related to a reduction in sample rate when processing time-141 
series data of a pelvis mounted inertial measurement unit. With a rate of 100 Hz, the sample rate is well 142 
above the maximum signal frequency of interest of 4 Hz, i.e. the estimated maximum value of step 143 
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frequency assuming a trot stride frequencies of up to 2Hz [1]. It is also well above the theoretical 144 
minimum sample rate of 8 Hz for capturing a 4 Hz signal component according to the Nyquist theorem. 145 
The sample rate of 100 Hz used here, is however only half the value of the commonly used sample rate 146 
of 200 Hz for accelerometer based asymmetry measurement in trotting horses [16,20]. Should we 147 
hence have used a higher sample rate as our reference rate? Previous validation studies indicate 148 
reasonable agreement with sensor based measurements and optical motion capture when conducted 149 
at 50-100 Hz [6 8,11]. In addition, published evidence suggests that time-series signals of vertical 150 
upper body position across the back of trotting horses can be reconstructed with very high accuracy 151 
(>99%) with only the first two harmonics of a Fourier decomposition [2]. Thus, a sample rate of 100 Hz 152 
is well above what is needed for an accurate signal representation. In support of this, here, a windowed 153 
fast-Fourier analysis (see Figure 2) of the reference acceleration time-series signal illustrates that 154 
approximately 95% of the signal power is located in frequency bands up to 10 Hz. A sample rate above 155 
the Nyquist rate of 20 Hz for a 10 Hz signal component should hence capture the major signal 156 
components. This is confirmed by the observed step change in RMS error when reducing the sample 157 
rate from 25 Hz to 20 Hz (Figure 3, Table 1). As such our reference sample rate of 100 Hz is adequate. 158 
Origin of 4 to 10 Hz signals 159 
Based on the spectrograms (Figure 2), it is clear that considerable amounts of signal power are 160 
contained in frequency bands above 4z. Where do these signals with frequencies above the step 161 
frequency originate from?  162 
First, biological signals generally deviate from perfectly cyclical, sine wave like signals which can be 163 
clearly seen in Figure 1. Deviations from a perfectly cyclical signal can only be reconstructed with higher 164 
frequency sine waves: symmetry indices derived from frequency analysis of trunk-mounted tri-axial 165 
accelerometers indicate that 8-10 harmonics are needed to characterize asymmetry parameters 166 
(adding further harmonics does not increase the quality of the reconstruction [21]). Assuming a 167 
maximum stride frequency of around 2 Hz [1], the first ten harmonics capture signal frequencies of up 168 
to 20 Hz. Our data indicate the first step change in RMS error when reducing the sample rate to 20 Hz, 169 
indicating that frequencies up to approximately 10 Hz, i.e. lower than indicated previously [21], are 170 
critical components relating to the shape of the signal.  171 
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Second, attachment of the sensor to the skin as well as skin movement itself may also contribute 172 
frequency components above the step frequency. Quantitative analysis of skin movement (in limb-173 
mounted markers) shows signal shapes with more than the two minima and maxima per stride cycle 174 
[22] that would be expected as a results of step frequency. Here, the sensor was mounted more 175 
proximal (over the sacrum) and further studies need to investigate to what extent skin movement and 176 
attachment may contribute to higher frequency components.  177 
Finally, internal sensor noise may also be present [9]. 178 
What is the minimum sample rate required?  179 
The most interesting question in the context of sample rate appears to be: how much error is too much 180 
error? This depends on the clinical or research question that needs answering. Here we concentrate 181 
on the sacrum, a popular location for quantifying movement symmetry in the context of lameness 182 
[10,16,20,23,24].  183 
When reducing the sample rate to 50 Hz, a sample rate that is well within the reach of many consumer 184 
grade devices such as smartphones used for gait analysis in horses and humans [3 7,10], values of 1-185 
2 mm were reported here for RMS errors of the time-series signal as well as for the precision of maxima 186 
and minima. These values are within the reported values in the region of 3 mm for 95% confidence 187 
intervals for repeat assessments, stride-to-stride variability and asymmetry thresholds for lame horses 188 
established with a commonly used accelerometer based system [16,20]. Our results thus suggest that 189 
reducing the sample rate to 50 Hz has very minor consequences.  190 
A further reduction in the data rate to 40 Hz increases the error to up to 4mm. This value is above the 191 
3 mm threshold [16] for mild lameness suggesting that the influence of such reduced sample rates 192 
needs to be considered carefully when dealing with horses displaying mild asymmetries   However, the 193 
values are still smaller than for example within- or between-day variation in Thoroughbred racehorses 194 
in training and asymmetry values identified in Thoroughbred racehorses with lameness [23,24]. It is 195 
thus important to consider the intended application when considering whether a specific sample rate, 196 
which may be the maximum rate a particular device can achieve, is indeed sufficient.  197 
Finally, error rates increase further when reducing the sample rate below 40 Hz and undergo a step 198 
change when the sample rate is reduced to 20 Hz, then resulting in unacceptably high error rates even 199 
f  e  e  a ca  [23,24]. 200 
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Beyond sample rate 201 
It is worth mentioning that in general appropriate filtering techniques also need to be considered to 202 
remove low frequency components from the signal, ideally minimizing edge effects, i.e. signal 203 
distortions occurring near the beginning and the end of a time-series signal [18]. Here we have used a 204 
1 Hz highpass filter as previously validated and used in a comparison study between the sensors used 205 
here and a smartphone sensor [10,11]. 206 
The human eye 207 
C ca , a e e   c  a e ed b  e e . Ca  e c a e e e a  e  f e 208 
human eye with the sample rate of digital devices? The human eye-brain combination is not a digital 209 
system: as such the Nyquist theorem does not apply. The temporal resolution of the human eye is best 210 
described by the critical flicker fusion frequency (CFF), i.e. the frequency below which we can perceive 211 
a flickering image as such. This is not a constant value and is influenced by many variables, such as 212 
colour, intensity, retinal location etc [25,26]. The CFF ranges from approximately 20 to 60 Hz. This 213 
suggests that human visual perce   bec  b  (  a e a  e e) f  e e   214 
components above the relevant CFF value. T   a de ed effec   e e  c ee , e e e 215 
image frequency (frame rate) is above the CFF so we cannot perceive the flickering.  216 
With our reference sample rate of 100 Hz, which resolves frequency components of up to 50 Hz in our 217 
digital system, we are operating in an area that is similar to the temporal resolution of the human visual 218 
e  de  dea  c d  (CFF up to 60 Hz). The fact, that the first step change in error when 219 
reducing the sample rate occurs at a sample rate of around 20 Hz, indicates that components up to 220 
approximately 10 Hz are important contributors to the signal shape. This is clearly below the CFF of the 221 
human eye, even in non-optimal conditions, and suggests that the temporal resolution of the human 222 
eye is not a limiting factor in visual lameness assessment. Other factors, such as the spatial resolution 223 
may be more important with previous studies suggesting a value of 20-25% movement asymmetry 224 
being required for a reliable detection [27]. 225 
Conclusion:  226 
We have shown that reducing the sample rate from 100 Hz to 50 Hz results in negligible time-series 227 
RMS errors and acceptable precision of signal minima and maxima. The values of 1 to 2 mm are 228 
smaller than previously suggested asymmetry thresholds and stride-to-stride and between-trial 229 
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variability. Hence, consumer-grade smartphones or other devices capable of sustained 50 Hz sampling 230 
of accelerometer data may be appropriate for quantifying clinically relevant upper body movement 231 
(here: pelvic movement) asymmetries in trotting horses. Of course, in addition to sample rate, other 232 
factors such as the accuracy and precision of the calibrated acceleration range of a sensor plays a role 233 
when calculating displacement from acceleration and this needs to be investigated. A further reduction 234 
in sample rate to below 50 Hz may be considered on a case by case basis depending on the required 235 
accuracy and precision for each intended application: in the 4 horses investigated here, mean RMS 236 
errors then increase to 3 mm or more questioning the use of sample rates below 50 Hz for quantifying 237 
movement asymmetry in mildly lame horses. Sample rates of 20 Hz and below generally appear 238 
inadequate for most animal movement related applications.  239 
A comparison of the measured signal frequencies to the critical flicker fusion frequency of the human 240 
eye indicates that temporal resolution of the human eye may not be the limiting factor in visual 241 
assessment of lameness.  242 
Manufacturer Addresses 243 
a Xsens, Enschede, The Netherlands 244 
b Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA  245 
c The Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA, USA 246 
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Figure 1: Vertical pelvis displacement (in mm) of four trotting horses calculated from tri-axial 250 
acceleration and 3D orientation data (from sensor fusion of IMU data streams) recorded with a 251 
wireless inertial sensor (MTw, Xsens) following established protocols at a sample rate of 100 Hz [17]. 252 
253 
Figure 2: Spectrograms of the first 20 seconds (2000 samples) of the vertical acceleration signal 254 
measured from a pelvis-mounted inertial sensor (MTw, Xsens) recorded at 100 Hz from four trotting 255 
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horses. The power spectral density in dB (see legend for colour-code is given between 0 and 20 256 
seconds and frequency bands between 0 and 50 Hz. Each panel represents data from one horse (top 257 
left: horse 1, top right: horse 2, bottom left: horse 3, bottom right: horse 4), with each horse showing 258 
somewhat different movement patterns and amounts of movement symmetry. 259 
260 
Figure 3: Root mean square (RMS) error in mm as a function of sub-sampling rate achieved for 261 
calculation of vertical pelvic movement from inertial sensor data sampled at 100 Hz. A clear increase 262 
in RMS error can be observed when the sample rate drops to values of 20 Hz and below. 263 
Tables: 264 
Table 1: Root mean square (RMS, standard deviation of the differences between the original and the 265 
down sampled signal) errors (in mm) between the vertical displacement calculated from down-266 
sampled signals compared to the original signal sampled at 100Hz. Given are the RMS values for 267 
each data set as well as the mean and the standard deviation across the four horses: H1-H4: horse 1 268 
to 4. 269 
 8 Hz 10 Hz 15 Hz 20 Hz 25 Hz 30 Hz 35 Hz 40 Hz 45 Hz 50 Hz 
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H1 8.7 8.5 5.0 5.9 2.8 2.6 2.1 1.6 0.9 0.7 
H2 19.8 13.7 9.0 7.9 6.6 6.0 5.2 3.5 1.9 1.6 
H3 12.9 10.7 7.5 5.6 4.1 3.2 2.9 2.0 1.2 0.9 
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Table 2: Accuracy (Acc., mean difference in mm) and precision (Prec., standard deviation of 271 
differences in mm) for maxima (max) (or minima (min)) determined from data sampled at 100 Hz 272 
subtracted from down-sampled data at rates between 8 and 50 Hz (column headers labelled with 273 
sample rate values used during down sampling). Values (in mm) are based on N=200 minima and 274 
maxima withthe 200 values originating from N=50 values per horse.  275 
 8 Hz 10 Hz 15 Hz 20 Hz 25 Hz 30 Hz  35 Hz 40 Hz 45 Hz 50 
Hz 
min Acc. 3.2 -0.2 0.3 -0.3 -0.03 0.2 0.1 -0.04 0.04 -0.05 Prec. 11.4 11.2 6.7 6.0 4.2 4.0 3.0 2.0 1.2 0.9 
max Acc. -3.9 -0.5 0.1 0.2 0.02 0.03 0.03 -0.07 -0.02 0.08 Prec. 13.9 14.1 9.2 8.9 6.5 5.4 4.1 2.8 1.6 1.2 
 276 
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